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Short background
• The Swedish Social Insurance Agency handles

– Benefits
– Allowances
– Compensations

• We return somewhere around 25% of the total Swedish national 
budget back to persons who meet the requirements for these services
– Technically we handle a larger amount, around 60%, including money transfers on behalf 

of other agencies

• High volumes and large amounts of money makes this system 
vulnerable to organized crime

• Problems with data quality or poor assessments of entitlement sum up 
to large amounts, money that should not have been granted
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Short history
• We started working with AI around 2017

– In close partnership with Sogeti and Cap Gemini that initially manned our projects

• With innovation funding, we initiated a series of Proof-of-Concepts
– For learning the technology
– For capturing interest from our business departments

• We chose a few different use cases at a time, starting with those 
where we had the best knowledge and control ourselves
– E.g. mining our source code repositories and analysing dependencies 

• We established an initial set of tools
– Most of which have been replaced since
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Our PoCs covered a large area
• Text and speech processing

– Image-to-text (both printed text as well as handwritten), 
– Forms-to-text, 
– Played with speech recognition and text to speech

• Various types of text analysis
– Part-of-speech, Named-entity-recognition, combined into tools for detecting and 

masking personally identifiable information (PII)
– Sentiment analysis, applied on public social media to capture an overall view

• Translation
– Machine translation, specifically Spanish to Swedish

• Image detection and classification
– We applied this to dental X-ray images and scanned our

repository of images to detect fraud
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“We threw technology at the wall and saw what stuck”

• Some of these PoCs have been cleaned up and re-packaged as 
generally services

• Some did neither attract enough attention nor got any traction
– E.g. a system used by our customer centre to search using natural language
– “Kan farmor vabba?”               (Can grandmother take care of a child?)

– Where “VAB”, the abbreviation of “vård av barn” (care of child), is used as a verb 

• One specific use case did stick; analysis of medical reports
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But first:     Some benefit system

Receive Calculate Decide Register 
payment

Typically a combination of matching facts, 
such as comparing age with regulations in law text, 

and doing some kind of judgement

Determine
entitlement
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Analysis of medical reports – one task
• Are the activity limitations a logical consequence of the impairments and 

the diagnosis? 

ICD code

Data from medical records

Identified diagnose with diagnosis code (according to ICD)

ICF code

Data from medical records

Identified ICF codes for functional impairments and activity 
limitations and possible grading of the impairment
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Analysis of medical reports – one task
• Are the activity limitations a logical consequence of the impairments and 

the diagnosis? 
Data from various information sources 
(FK, WHO or the National Board of Health and Welfare)

ICF core set for functional impairments and activity limitations for identified 
diagnose according to the ICD.

ICD ICF
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1. Links to insurance medical 
information (about diagnoses 
that are currently missing 
from the decision support)

2. The second part is based on 
our models, linking to 
information about various 
functional impairments 
(psychological in this case) 
and activity limitations. 

The subheadings used are 
taken from the ICF.

What it looks like for the users
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This screenshot illustrates that 
the text in the medical report 
becomes highlighted when you 
press a word in the list that we 
present.

What it looks like for the users
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The Sherlock Machine Learning Pipeline

Retrieve 
/ Import Analyse Label

Pipeline comprised of multiple stages

Train Evaluate Publish Monitor Feedback

Data Model Production
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Current work:    On behalf of our HR dept.
• We get around 80.000 applications per year
• Implementing a chatbot to handle common questions

– Both external as well as internal

• Implementing analysis of received Curriculum Vitaes
– As a governmental agency we have to formally match applicants with advertisement
– Even screening off obvious mismatches has a value
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Current work:    On behalf of our legal dept.
• At any time, we are involved in various legal cases in the 

administrative court
– Individuals appealing against application results

• Implementing a system for managing verdicts and ongoing cases
– No AI involved in this – more of a classic system

• Implementing a system for matching verdicts with historic cases 
where we may have to revisit decisions
– Assessments can turn our differently
– The amount granted can turn out differently
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Current work:    On behalf of our legal dept.
• We capture events throughout our IT systems, logging activities 

performed by our employees
– We audit these logs for legal reasons: “who has seen my data?”
– We audit for detecting fraudulent behaviour (e.g. granting money to relatives)

• We either do analysis based on some prompt, a request, a suspicion
• …or by looking for “fraudulent” patterns

– This pattern analysis can be achieved by combining graphs with AI 
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Current work

ICF b-codes   (old!)

• Problem: Deficiencies in training data
– For some rare ICF codes, we don’t have enough data to train models

– either we have too few examples to create reasonable training data, or
– the concepts are vague and thus demands large training data sets 

• Proposed solution: Synthesize medical reports
– Synthesized medical reports are fed into the manual enrichment process
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To sum it up: we are active in several areas
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